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keep them from attending primary school (and forcing
them into child labour in many circumstances). Over the

OUR OBJECTIVESThe prevention or relief of poverty or
financial hardship anywhere in the world, but

past 8 years, our grassroots charity has collected
individual donations to help alleviate extreme poverty in

particularly in Bangladesh, by providing such persons
with goods/services which they could not otherwise

Moulvibazar, Bangladesh. Household-level assessments
and discussions with local schools have led to our project

afford through lack of means. We also provide or assist
in the provision of education, training, healthcare

design, which takes a holistic approach to address
barriers at both the household and community levels.

projects, and all the necessary support.
OUR AMBITIONSUltimately, we aim to raise awareness
for people that need care and assistance. We aim to
campaign, raising awareness for women, orphans, and
those with special needs, such as the elderly, or those
living with a disability. Support for poor children is
paramount, as limited education and child labour limits
their prospects. In countries such as Bangladesh, many
children are given a job at a young age, which restricts
or completely nullifies their education. With more than
100 donors in the UK, and some outside the UK, we are a
driving force for positive change.

RECENT PROJECTSOur team is always undertaking new
projects, and we have plans for bigger and better things.
View an example of our previous projects below:
Winter Blankets - We distributed around 150 winter
blankets to poor families in Bangladesh.Flood Project –
Bangladesh regularly experiences flooding, as 80% of the
country is situated on a floodplain. The monsoon season
is often deadly. Crops are destroyed, houses are ruined,
and lives are lost. We successfully completed a flood
project, in which we distributed food and shelter to those
affected by the floods.Educational Support – Equipment
and financial support are provided to encourage children
to continue with their education.Support for the Elderly –
Medical support is provided for those with health
problems. Wheelchair Projects – Our team distributes
wheelchairs to people throughout Bangladesh.
Why we're raising money
Our StoryThis request is for funding for direct aid to
enable 300+ children in rural Bangladesh to address
poverty barriers that

To support the organisation’s campaign,
please visit: https://app.investmycommunity.com/probashi-kollan-foundation-pkf-2719

DONATE
Make a donation from just £2

EDUCATION PROJECT
is raising funds through a crowdfunding campaign.

VISIT
To support the organisation’s project please visit : https://app.investmycommunity.com/probashi-kollanfoundation-pkf-2719
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